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A job well done
The decontamination program at the
Marrangaroo Army Depot is in its final stages
and a most well managed and executed
program it was too. Any early fears of the
unknown came to nothing and the residents of
Marrangaroo can sleep peacefully at night
knowing there are no hidden nasties in their
neighbourhood. But now we wonder what the
government’s intentions will be for the
remainder of the site. The rehabilitation now
nearing completion covered an area of some
eight hectares but that’s just a very small
proportion of the total land area in the
sprawling base. No doubt if the government
feels the need there will be more
decontamination programs in the future.
THE girls were in the swing of things as they were guided through a program of stretching exercises at the Healthy Lifestyle Expo

Meantime in the forest ..!

Crowds sought their healthier lifestyle

THEN there’s the matter of the chemical
warfare stocks that were machine gunned then
burnt in the Newnes Forest area at the end of
World War Two. That site is even shown on
maps of the area. Months ago the Mercury
reported on rumours that the Defence
Department was seeking to purchase that
area back from State Forests for some reason
or other. We’ve heard nothing, either rumour or
fact, since that time. Locals who regularly
head into the bush on the Newnes Plateau
have told the column that they’re familiar with
the site and the presence of the old rusting
drums that once contained very unpleasant
weapons of all out war.
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interest everyone in the big crowd that
turned out over a four hour period.
Stalls provided information on just
about everything from diet to martial
arts to stress free exercise with the
Croquet Club.
Many of the patrons also got in line
to sign up to participate in the Healthy
Lifestyle Challenge that runs for the
next 12 weeks.
One of the most popular attractions
at the expo was the presence of celebrity chef Justine Schofield who gave
cooking demonstrations of healthy
recipes while admitting she was still
getting used to all of the attention com-

ing her way since her involvement on
the popular Master Chef show on TV.
Organisers were well pleased with
the public response to the expo and the
level of interest shown.
The next major event on the Live
Well Lithgow program will be on
Saturday with an open air produce
market in Cook Plaza from 9 am to 1
pm and Tai Chi in Elizabeth Park from
10 to 2.
On Sunday you can take a walk with
Federal Member Bob Debus around
Portland.
Over the next few weeks the activities include walking groups, healthy
cooking classes, bicycle confidence
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courses, bikes and kites at Lake Wallace,
a doggie charity walk, diabetes information sessions, aquarobics, Croquet
Club open day, personal training experience, a bushwalk with Dr Richard
Stiles, walks with local politicians,
Healthy Habits For Life sessions at
Wallerawang and Lithgow, adult swimming classes, supermarket tours with
dietitians and more, culminating with
the Celebrate Lithgow street carnival.
More than 600 signed up for the
Healthy Lifestyle Challenge, collecting a
free pedometer to record their progress
in a target that includes walking at least
7500 steps a day and a healthy diet
incorporating vegetables and fruit.

Highway verdict
stirs up dissent
Story: SHANE DESIATNIK
Blue Mountains residents, lobby
groups and Councillors have
slammed the State Government’s
selection of the orange corridor for
the Mt Victoria to Lithgow highway
upgrade, calling it “a cheap and nasty
freight route across the Blue
Mountains”.
Rory Mack, from the Mt Victoria
Bypass Action Group, told NSW
Roads Minister Michael Daley he
should be starting to make a ‘purpose-built road for moving freight
instead of a truck route masquerading as a highway” through Blue
Mountains villages.
“How can you call it a highway
upgrade (for safety and freight efficiency) when you have more than
600 driveways, 21 traffic lights, 10
school zones and dozens of different
speed zones,” Mr Mack said.
“You say this is being done for
safety reasons minister, but you …
can’t guarantee this will be a safer
road.
“Don’t waste all this money when
in a number of years, as the Central
West Transport Needs Study recommends, we will need an upgraded
Bells Line of Road.”
Blackheath Highway Action Group
(BAG) called the announcement “a
short-sighted decision that will not
solve the transport needs of the
Central West but will forever damage
the communities of the Upper Blue
Mountains”.
Spokesperson Michael Paag said it
is a band-aid solution that will lead to
more trucks on the highway, whether
that’s more 19 metre B doubles or the
introduction of 26 metre 9 axle B
doubles.
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“The purpose of this upgrade is to
reduce the grade and remove the
tight curves of Victoria Pass to enable
these huge trucks to get up and
across the Blue Mountains.”
BAG also criticised the orange corridor’s selection for not entirely
avoiding Mt Victoria village.
“The minister’s announcement
has left residents and local business
owners in Mt Victoria feeling shattered as the RTA begins plans to put a
four-lane highway through the residential area around Mt York Road.
“The minister says the upgrade
will only bypass the main village,
leaving residents out in the cold.
“The message to the State and
Federal Governments is clear … the
communities of Blackheath, Medlow
Bath and Mt Victoria want a safer
highway and more freight on rail, but
we won’t accept a four-lane monstrosity carving through our villages
to facilitate massive trucks.”
Keith Muir from the Colong
Foundation for Wilderness called the
decision “the least worst option, but
(one that) will have major impacts on
the local environment”.
“Integrating transport needs and
modernising the rail systems are
matters of national importance, but
the billions for roads just keeps coming.”
Blue Mountains City Council Ward
1 representative Cr Terri Hamilton
will present a notice of motion at
tonight’s Council meeting that ‘indicates Council’s opposition to the
orange corridor decision and any
highway upgrade proposal to
Lithgow that will turn the highway
into “a major truck route for the
Central West’.
Blue Mountains Gazette

Cullen’s Market Day
A final reminder about the Cullen Bullen
School Market Day — an always popular
fundraiser by the P and C to purchase ‘extras’
needed by the students. It’s on Saturday
September 19 from 10 until 3 and there’s
bound to be something for everyone. It’s also
an opportunity for busy entrepreneurs to set
up a stall and flog their wares. If you want to
book a stall it’s just $15 and you can make an
arrangement by phoning Sandra on 6359
0634

A social highlight
STILL on coming events, one of the very tops
in popularity on our district social calendar is
the annual Lithgow Highland Ball. The column
has been asked to pass the good word to
those tardy ball patrons who haven’t already
done so that your tickets must be collected by
this Saturday (between 10 and 2 pm at 7
Finlay Avenue). Miss that cut off day and you’ll
miss out on the annual social extravaganza.
Surprisingly due to some last minute
cancellations a limited number of tickets are
again available if you’re quick. The Highland
Ball has a great record in Lithgow; this will be
its 39th year!

The cost of fuel
ONE of our readers was not a happy traveller
on Friday when she dropped in to tell of an
upsetting experience a short time earlier.
Seems she had been at a service station and
put $20 worth in the tank. When she went to
pay the operator claimed she owed $50 and
refused to accept her embarrassed
declaration that it was just 20 bucks. The
operator was threatening to call the police
when another woman suddenly returned to the
service station most apologetic that she
hadn’t paid for her $30 worth of fuel. Seems
the bowser hadn’t re-set because she hadn’t
paid before our hapless second customer
came along. Our caller said it would have
been nice to receive an apology.

WEATHER
LOCAL WEATHER: Saturday minimum , maximum , rainfall to 9 am mm; Sunday minimum ,
maximum , rainfall to 9 am mm; Monday minimum , maximum , rainfall to 9 am mm.
CENTRAL TABLELAND
FORECAST: Isolated showers,
chiefly in the west with moderate to
fresh south westerly winds.
OUTLOOK: Tomorrow, fine with
westerly winds. Thursday, possible
isolated showers in the east, fine
elsewhere and westerly to south
westerly winds.

